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Borussia Dortmund
Individual Training
A Human Response to Covid-19

Covid-19 has had a huge impact on everyday life.

There has been a huge impact on the youth individual, whether an athlete or 

scholar, their daily habits, and extracurricular activities have been disrupted, and 

many rely on these to reduce stress, find outlets for their creativity, and provide a 

social network.

Youth soccer clubs have had to adjust and transition to methods outside of the 

usual program structure, to ensure there continues to be a support network for 

players, coaches and parents.



The Affect on Young Players, and the Situation they are in.

• No school or limited due to online platform availability. With different teachers, schools, and 

districts comes varying workload.

• No soccer practice or league to play in.

• No social interaction

• Difference in living conditions – limited space at home, varying access to nutritious food, 

limited opportunities to technology, varying access to outdoor spaces, different levels of 

supervision at home.

• Family Dynamic – parents at home schooling and working, parents not at home as key 

workers still in employment on location, only child or one of many.

While we are all in this together, we are all being affected in different ways



The Affect on Young Players, and the Situation they are in.

Important to ensure we provide and promote an environment of hope and security.

Generation Z have already experienced many international and national crisis, before Covid-19

Increased fears of immigration and nationalism, 2008 financial crisis aftermath, rise of social 

media (false information). This generation worries a lot more about the future. Therefore adding 

another emotion

Huge Change 
to Life

Unmotivated Angry Frustrated Uncertainty Anxious

Lost Structure Lost Support

Lack of Trust



Lifestyle and Characteristics of Generation Z

Entertainment

• Individual

• Gaming and music streaming

Technological

• Familiar with modern technology

• Reliant upon for completing many tasks

Online Social Content

• Connections through social media

Creative in Tech

• Making videos and streams

• Blogs and movies



Lifestyle and Characteristics of Generation Z

Expect immediate feedback, used to getting what they want immediately (google), or next 

day (Amazon), faded understanding of needing to work to receive.



How We Can Help During this Time

• Stay connected, ‘face to face’, utilizing Zoom, Hangouts, WhatsApp.

• Involve players in decisions, empower the player to feel in control.

• Treat players as individuals, individual practices.

• Provide competition, give the player responsibility.

• Create ways for players to collaborate while in isolation.

• Keep the program as practical as possible, Gen Z learn by doing.

See the Opportunity

Provide a structure for the player – promote team responsibility and competition – ownership of 

individual practices and learning.



Player-centered Approach

1. Technical Enhancement

1. Individual practices working on the players ball manipulation and freestyling. Dribbling 

and 1st touch control through juggling.

2. Skills Development

1. Social interaction skills. Self reflection on performance and practice direction. Technology 

skills. Creativity.

3. Character Enrichment

1. Embracing the process of learning, seeking challenges and growth during times of

difficulty. (Mindset, Grit, Resilience)

2. Ownership and discipline of learning opportunity, and team player through different 

needs. Intrinsic motivation through desire to seek rewards from times on internal effort.



Social Needs of the Player

Youth soccer is a social experience, of interactions with teammates, coaches and club staff, and 

opponents on a game day. During a time of isolation, creative solutions needs to be found to 

continue to support this need and ensure the development of the psychosocial pillar.

We’ve been able to achieve this through -

• Online Zoom Sessions

• Team Videos

• FIFA 20 Tournament

• Family Quiz’s

Players should make an effort to get online, show and promote your team spirit in support of 

teammates, keep up the social interactions with team mates and friends.



Competition - Responsibility

An important area to encourage player interaction to further their character enrichment, and to 

motive players to want to achieve improved technical performance. This taps into the internal 

motivation of the player, an important factor in becoming the best player you can be.

Individual Competition –

Taking on the coaches challenge and the ‘Top Bins’ challenge set by senior player –Jordan 

Conklin.

Team Competition –

Submitting weekly videos to support the team in reaching the goal of being the most engaged 

team within the club during the shutdown.

Club Competition –

Using this time to achieve the milestones set by the club. Age appropriate for full club 

participation.



Ownership

‘Do players believe it is your responsibility to teach them, or do 

they regard it as their responsibility to learn?’

Players who want to reach the highest level, no matter the discipline, must see it as their own 

individual responsibility to improve. 

Utilizing the Individual Development Plan to reflect, set aims and goals, design their practice, and 

perform the practice to film and submit.



Marcus Rashford message to 

Manchester United Academy players.



Why Practice at Home

Create

Analyze

Apply

Understand

Remember

20% of 

people 

are here

80% of 

people 

are here

Difficult

More 
potential

Easy

Less 
potential

• Like a challenge

• Focused

• Curious

• Confident

• Brave



Observations – Borussia Dortmund

• Players and parents, supportive and grateful.

• Motivation increased with –

• Competition, Ownership, and Variation

• Situation created a spike in creativity.

• Highlighted the strengths and weaknesses of players and coaches.

• Players have a welcome focus, reduced stress and anxiety, and provided them with joy.

• Players welcomed taking on more responsibility.

• Players have made vast improvements in technical proficiency.

• Time has allowed for more personal and individual interaction.



Moving Forward – Borussia Dortmund

• Adopt an even more player-centered approach.

• New emphasis on individual training, and independent training of the program.

• Raised awareness of the significance in character development, define what is character, how 

do we develop it.

• Make better use of time, challenge traditional thinking.

• Make it personal, better decision making based on details, empathy, and understanding. 

Final Thoughts

• Do players have ability, will and confidence to excel in tough conditions? 

• Do they excel out of self fulfillment, or because someone tells them to?

• Do I redefine the reality, take what is difficult, reframe it as an 

opportunity for growth, improvement, and ultimately success?


